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Higher Education
plays a vital role
as a key driver for
economic and social
progression, as well
as being personally
transformational.
This Higher Education and Higher
Skills Strategy sets the direction
and framework of the organisation
and defines its core business and
objectives, outlining the way in which
UCO will contribute to address the
higher level skills gaps prevalent
within Oldham and the City Region.
It is built upon an analysis of the
educational, business, social and
economic context of the Borough and
takes into account national HE and
Higher Skills developments and
operating frameworks.
It guides the future development, quality
assurance, expansion and delivery of
our HE and Higher Skills programmes to
meet the needs of individual students,
industry and the local and sub regional
economy and outlines our vision through a
commitment to high quality teaching and
learning, a highly responsive curriculum
and excellent engagement with local
communities and partners.
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The overarching themes in relation to the
College’s strategy are demand led growth
based on high quality, including expansion
of progression routes, a clear community
focus and the raising and meeting of
local aspirations.
UCO is part of the Oldham College
Family and, therefore, this strategy
also supports the delivery of Oldham
College’s Vision, Mission and Values
and Strategic Objectives.
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University Campus Oldham
 Newly validated courses written with
industry in mind
 Unique small and friendly university
campus atmosphere
 A personal experience with an underlying
focus on excellence, hard work, ambition
and challenge
 We work in partnership, collaborate,
share and reflect to develop graduate
attributes
 Our ambitions are entrepreneurial and
transformative for our students, the
community and for Oldham
 A local university campus
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Context

Oldham and the Greater Manchester City Region

There has been significant reform to the funding
and organisation of Higher Education and of
Higher and Degree Apprenticeships. Together
with the impact of the economic downturn this
has presented a range of challenges for society in
general and education in particular.

This is not solely about developing technical skills and
knowledge. The New Economy Deep Dive Skills Reports
(2014) identified 9 economic priority sectors for the
Greater Manchester region (Financial and Professional
Services, Health and Social Care, Retail, Education,
Hospitality and Tourism, Construction, Logistics,
Advanced Manufacturing and Digital and Creative.
(Source: GM New Economy, 2014)). Whilst the issues
facing each sector varied, employers across all sectors,
have highlighted the lack of work readiness of young
people. This included the lack of work ethic, punctuality,
interpersonal skills, confidence and communication as
well as the basic literacy and numeracy skills.

The opportunity to allow everyone with potential,
regardless of background, to access Higher Education
and Higher Skills provision has never been greater.
Education and employability are key factors in
unlocking both personal aspiration and economic
recovery.
In the current climate the UK employment market is
increasingly seeking higher growth in analytical highwage non routine jobs, an expansion in manual roles
at the lower end of the scale and a reduction in middle
wage jobs. (The Economic Role of UK Universities, The
Funding Environment for Universities, 2015)
Higher education therefore has an important role to
play in the development of society through both the
traditional undergraduate degree but also by developing
alternative pathways to higher level skills through Higher
and Degree Apprenticeships.
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It is therefore clear that higher education has an
important part to play in addressing employability in
its broadest sense by facilitating the development of
students with:
‘a set of achievements – skills, understandings and
personal attributes – that make graduates more likely
to gain employment and be successful in their chosen
occupations, which benefits themselves, the workforce,
the community and the economy’

Professor Mantz Yorke (2004) ‘Employability in Higher
Education: what it is - what it is not’, Higher Education
Academy/ESECT
University Campus Oldham has a pivotal role
in supporting the local economy to deliver the
improvements it seeks and to widen the aspirations
and facilitate achievements of a population which is the
37th most deprived population in the UK. UCO has a
history of strong employer engagement and working
with students in a supportive environment to help them
exceed their academic expectations

The Higher Education and Higher Skills
Strategy 2016-18 will ensure that UCO
is positioned to make the maximum
contribution to the population it serves
and the wider economy.
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The Oldham economy
faces a range of challenges:
 Oldham has 5,470 businesses
 9
 9.7% of these businesses are predominantly
small and medium sized.
 7
 2% are micro-businesses (less than 9
employees) providing limited training and
development opportunities

 There is anticipated growth of 50% in
individuals over 85
 T
 here is anticipated growth of 40% in
individuals over 75
 here is anticipated growth of 20% in
 T
individuals over 65

 1
 5,600 (26.9%) of children are in low-income
families

 M

 ore young people aged 0-15 years (up to
23.2% of the total)

 here are significant health inequalities based
 T
on gender and geography

 he ethnic composition of children 0-4
 T
is significantly different from the wider
UK population with the proportion from
Bangladeshi and Pakistani heritage
communities (34% cwf 3.9%)

 here is an aging and growing population. By
 T
2023:
 T
 he population is anticipated to grow to
236,000 (4%)

 O
 ldham residents have access to a wide range
of FE and HE however there is no correlation
between this level of access and levels of
participation
 In 12/13 29% of young people entered HE
compared with the national average of 34.8%
 lthough the proportion of Oldham residents
 A
who have a degree (18.6%) has increased from
12.9% in 2001, it has fallen increasingly behind
the Greater Manchester and national average
(27.4% ) (Source ONS Census : Key Statistics
for Oldham, OMBC 2013)

 W
 ith the associated impact on health and
social care services

Higher Skills
The changing nature of the UK economy means that the
majority of people will need a route to higher skills in
order to compete in an increasingly competitive global
marketplace.
The HE sector has an important role to play in working with
employers and local stakeholders to develop new models of
provision for apprenticeships which meets the growth needs of all
businesses and enable individuals from all backgrounds to obtain
the skills and attributes employers require.
The Government is supporting an increase in the number
of apprentices across the UK including at higher levels and
employers rate qualified higher apprentices as 25 per cent more
employable than those who took an alternative route into work.
UCO’s higher skills challenge is about addressing current skills
shortages and anticipating future needs, responding to the specific
skills needs of growing sectors and enabling more people to
achieve appropriate higher-level qualifications, opening routes to
higher paid careers for a wider group of talented people.

Fee paying HE students now have a much greater focus on the
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This Strategy for HE and
Higher Skills builds on the
successes to date and
outlines the potential for
the future.

Background
end goal of sustained employment and the traditional pathway of
undergraduate degree study is not suitable for all. The introduction
of Higher Apprenticeships provides additional routes into skilled
work that appeal to individuals for whom a degree may not be the
best option. Raising skill levels is also central to tackling inequality
and promoting social mobility. For individuals, higher-skilled
roles correlate with higher earnings and improved long-term career
prospects.
UCO is uniquely placed to work in partnership with employers and
other agencies to help address these challenges. This Strategy for
HE and Higher Skills builds on the successes to date and outlines
the potential for the future.

Oldham College delivers higher education as discrete
provision on the University Campus site, thereby promoting
the University Campus Oldham (UCO) brand and its position
as Oldham’s local HE provider.
UCO provides crucial provision and opportunities to its local
communities and has a flexible, responsive and creative approach
to adapting to a changing educational environment, values
and promotes diversity in its student body and places students
and their needs as top priorities. Quality and employability are
key aspects of delivery and there is an emphasis on achieving
excellence in all provision.
With an excellent track record of HE delivery and experienced
academic and professional support teams, it provides education
across a variety of subject specialisms through academic and
vocational streams, developing and enhancing knowledge
and skills.
Oldham College has a long established relationship with the
University of Huddersfield and since August 2012, courses have
been franchised through a collaborative provision arrangement.
The College was keen to build on the strengths of UCO - such
as the supportive learning environment and the high level of local
employer engagement - to create a responsive portfolio of HE
and higher level skills courses to meet the needs of the local
economy and the City Region. In 2014 a new partnership was
formed with the University of Teesside to support the College’s HE
development aspirations and validate a range of new Foundation
and Honours Degrees. Within these the College recognises the
importance of providing both high quality education opportunities
and value for money with employability and enterprise as
fundamental characteristics.

The last year has seen unprecedented development of HE
courses within an exciting and diverse portfolio designed to help
meet employers’ recruitment needs as well as engaging potential
students who may be the first ever to study HE in their family.
UCO currently has an HE student population of over 500 FTE with
further plans for significant growth and is a well-resourced HE
campus which includes specialist facilities for cultural and creative
industries.
The strategies for Higher Education curriculum development and
delivery within the College continue to reflect the key national
political, economic and social priorities for Higher Education.
Emphasis on employability has been embedded through the
development of Foundation Degrees, and also by ensuring that
the whole HE curriculum develops both the academic and the
vocational requirements of the respective disciplines.
The changing landscape in terms of funding, demographics and
undoubtedly student expectations will necessitate a renewed
focus on many aspects of both the provision and
also the infrastructure going forward.
There can be no doubt that the next phase in the development
of higher education at UCO will be both exciting and challenging.
There is a commitment to continuous enhancement and
innovation across all aspects of the business, and an ongoing
drive towards expansion. We are ambitious in our plans for further
development and growth, committed to widening access and
driven by our commitment to academic excellence and pride in
Oldham and its historic culture. We are also ambitious on behalf
of our students, staff and community and seek to challenge all
students throughout their time at UCO to reach their potential and
achieve their goals.
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Alignment of HE aims
College strategic
aims

Alignment of HE aims

Implementation

College strategic
aims

Alignment of HE aims

Implementation

1. Provide an
outstanding
vocational education
experience to ensure
all students reach
their potential and
are equipped for
progression

Strategic aim: UCO will provide an excellent HE experience and strong
HE identity, sharing our passion, enthusiasm and energy to enhance the
development of students before, during and after their studies

 H
 E identity

4. W
 ork strategically
with key partners in
Oldham and the City
Region, around skills
delivery, planning
and development, to
improve outcomes
for Oldham residents

Strategic aim: UCO will enhance the career outcomes of all HE and Higher
Skills students through supporting employability, enterprise and innovation
and develop individuals who will shape the social and economic fabric of
the future

 Employer networking
and engagement

 To provide accurate, trustworthy and reliable information to all current and
potential stakeholders
 To support transition to HE for students and provide a supportive HE tutorial
scheme that promotes professional behaviours and values

 T
 LA strategy
 C
 ompliance with consumer
protection legislation
 T
 rips and visits

  Careers guidance
  New partnerships

 To enhance student feedback mechanisms to impact positively on the
learning experience

 Investment in physical resources

 To engage with new university partners and other awarding bodies

  Employability embedded

 S
 tudent Union, clubs and societies

  Establish and maintain productive relationships with local employers

  Short courses/full cost offer

 To enhance social mobility

 D
 esignated student support for
additional learning needs

  To create a demand led higher skills offer which is reflective of Oldham’s current
and future economy

 S
 tudent engagement

  To engage with professional, statutory and regulatory bodies (PSRBs)

 F
 D/Honours degrees

 To develop short courses, professional qualifications and bespoke training
opportunities for industry and the community

Strategic aim: UCO will achieve sustained growth in HE and Higher
Skills provision (including Higher and Degree Apprenticeships) which
meets employer, student and community needs, keeps students
engaged locally and is linked to the regeneration of the area
 To increase student numbers through planned and structured growth and
promote an inclusive approach
 To provide a breadth of high quality HE programmes including Honours level
and professional qualifications
 To introduce a Higher Skills offer including Professional qualifications, Higher
and Degree Apprenticeships

 To develop research activities that support the local economy and facilitate
employer engagement through the operation of applied research

 N
 iche products with vocational slant
 W
 ork based learning policy and
procedures
 E
 mployability

 To work collaboratively with all stakeholders to support growth in higher
skills locally

 B
 uild UCO profile and reputation

  To be proactive in partnership working with the LEP

 E
 mbed professional qualifications
within the FD offer

  To develop work ready graduates

 H
 igher/Degree apprenticeships

 To develop niche provision to meet employer, student and community
needs, aligning the curriculum offer to new developments across the college

  To increase the number of entrants into Higher and Degree apprenticeships
5. Be enterprising and
innovative in the
way we work and
develop new models
of education

 To provide students with real work experiences which enhance the
outcomes of their programmes
 To respond to market demand and develop knowledge and skills through a
responsive curriculum
 To develop the skills and attributes that enable undergraduates to compete
in the fast paced competitive jobs market
Strategic aim: UCO will provide governance and strategy to HE and
Higher Skills to support its growth, development and enhancement,
building the brand, reputation and influence of UCO at Oldham College,
with employers and the community

 Marketing strategies: key messages

 To continue to enhance the quality of all aspects of the HE and Higher Skills
student experience

 Peer review and sharing best
practice

 To deliver the highest quality teaching and learning experience underpinned
by a culture of research and scholarship

 Staff development schedule,
conferences and events

  To provide appropriate and relevant staff development opportunities
including supporting transition to HE teaching for staff

 Raise UCO profile within the
academic community

 To provide a comprehensive framework to support student academic
development

 Robust annual quality cycle

 To ensure that HE achieves long term financial stability, growing income from
a range of sources
 To offer affordable HE and Higher Skills provision through courses that give
value for money
 to develop and grow full cost provision
 To sustain a high quality campus and ensure HE students are provided with
appropriate resources for their studies
 To develop the HE infrastructure to support further growth
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 To increase employer engagement and proactively forge relationships with local
external agencies

 Higher and Degree
Apprenticeships

 G
 uest speaker programme

 To develop an effective work and skills offer aligned to local priorities and
progression routes

3. Lead and manage
the college
effectively to
ensure high quality
and performance,
financial health and
the opportunity for
future investment

Strategic aim: UCO will develop external partnerships that provide tangible
benefits to HE students

  WBL policy

 To support all students within and outside of formal teaching environments

 To enable students to contribute to the shaping of their learning experience
and celebrate and share their achievement
2. E
 ngage with
employers and
industry bodies to
develop an offer
and curriculum that
is aligned to the
labour market and
employer needs
and enables learners
to progress

 P
 olicies and procedures

 Management information systems
that underpin academic standards
and quality assurance

  Symposium
  HEA engagement
  Work based learning models
  Sharing good practice

 To support staff in research and scholarly activity to facilitate the delivery of
HE provision

  Graduate skills

 To have a creative outlook and approach and to encourage these qualities
in students

  VLE development

 To empower students to make decisions on enhancement through proactive
action planning and engaging in meetings to take actions forward
6. Be inclusive and
engage with
all of Oldham’s
communities
to improve
participation and
skills levels in
the area

  Research and scholarship

  To enhance curriculum content with a focus on employability

 To challenge and motivate students to unlock potential and exceed their
expectations

 New income streams

 Clearly defined roles across the
college in relation to governance,
structures and systems for
managing higher education

 To strategically develop the approach to teaching, learning and assessment in HE
and Higher Skills

 To continue to meet and enhance student opportunities to embed digital literacy
into curriculum and student development

 Access Agreement

 External standards and benchmarks
informing the development of the
curriculum

Strategic aim: UCO will provide the highest standard in inspirational teaching,
learning and assessment informed by professional practice, research and
scholarship to enhance the learning experience

  Dedicated support teams
 Excellence in teaching
practice
  Dynamic delivery
 Tutors as professional
consultants to industry

Strategic aim: UCO will engage with the community to raise awareness and
increase the number of people in Oldham engaging with HE, transforming
lives through education, experience, support and inspiration

 Widening participation
strategy

 To continue to widen participation and enhance the quality of IAG, supporting all
students within and outside of formal teaching environments

  Accommodation strategy

  Increase the level of working age population with higher level skills
 To work with an annually updated admissions policy for HE which supports the
enrolment of students who are able to complete their programme of study

  Access Agreement
  Tutorial policy
  Admissions procedures
  Outreach activities

 To raise aspirations and empower the community within an integrated multicultural
environment based on mutual respect, partnership and professionalism

  Progression strategy

 To work collaboratively across Oldham College to provide a range of progression
routes that support development of career aspirations

  Year 0 offer

  Data analysis
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